Parliamentary Government in England
one of three broad canons. There is the grammatical
meaning of the words of the statute itself. There is the
meaning of those words as they are read in the general
context of the statute as a whole. There is the rule in
Heydotfs case1 which instructs the judge to give heed to
the defect the statute was intended tp remedy. The judge
may use any or all of these methods to reach his decision.
He may use them in the light of past t^ses by the bearing
of which upon any particular set of facts he has to find
he may happen to be impressed. Judges; may use any one
of these methods in the same case; and; they may difFer
entirely in the results they deduce from their application.
They may introduce standards of behaviour upon those
who come before them which, in fact, have no other
source than their private sense that if Parliament did not
improve those standards, it ought to have done so.
That is the only rational explanation of the Taf Vale
case;3 the House of Lords thought it impossible that
Parliament should have excused trade unions—despite
the plain words of the statute—from liability for the
tortious acts of their agents. The idea of "public policy'*
which runs through the Osborne cases hardly conceals the
profound bias of the judges against the paid representa-
tion of trade unions in the House of Commons; universal
payment of members was the outcome of that selective
bias. Roberts v. Hopwood* means, at bottom, simply that
the wages paid to the servants of a local authority shall
not, as the statute says, be "such wages" as that authority
"thinks fit," but such wages as the judges of the House
of Lords think it reasonable to pay to working men;
though it is doubtful whether they would interfere with
the salary of the County Clerk of Lancashire who, the
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